BORN FOR MOBILE FILMMAKERS
- 3-Axis Smartphone Stabilizer -

/ Vertigo Shot
/ Focus Pull & Zoom Capability
/ PhoneGo Mode for Instant Scene Transition

3-Axis Smartphone Stabilizer
Zhiyun Smooth 4 turns your mobile phone into a professional
filmmaking camera, helping you create cinematic and dynamic
footage with just your phone.The highly integrated control
panel enables more convenient and faster operation, allowing
adjustment of all camera parameters within fingertips. For the
first time, a follow focus handwheel is introduced on a phone
stabilizer, allowing smooth zooming and precise focusing.
Special effects like Vertigo shots and fast scene transition
are all now achievable on your phone.With a dedicated APP
- ZY Play, Smooth 4 offers an array of smart features, from
object tracking, panorama, preset timelapse, to customized
MotionLapse and Hyperlapse. The only limit is your imagination.

BORN FOR MOBILE
FILMMAKERS
FEATURES

Made for
Mobile Filmmakers

Focus Pull &
Zoom Capability

PhoneGo Mode for
Instant Scene Transition

Zhiyun Smooth 4 turns your mobile phone
into a professional filmmaking camera,
helping you create stable and smooth
footage with just your phone. The design
of integrated control panel can reduce the
need to touch the screen, and help users
control both the stabilizer and mobile
camera directly with hot-key buttons.
Create your own Hollywood movies with
just your phone!

The more professional and dedicated
handwheel is built in Smooth 4, bringing
you unprecedented smooth operation.
You can zoom in or out as you want
to take close-up shots.By pressing the
FN switch button, the handwheel is
configured as a focus puller, helping you
achieve high-precision focus changes in
real time to create creative shots.

Like a high-end sports car, Smooth 4 can
enter PhoneGo mode and achieve full power
in a flash. It can respond to every delicate
movement without delay, perfect for
shooting instant scene transitions.

VERTIGO 360
Shot

o

Orbital Shot

ROLL-ANGLE
Time Lapse

Timelapse Expert

Light and Durable

Unique Clip Design

Integrated with AI technology, Smooth
4 can shoot Timelapse, customized
Motionlapse and Hyperlapse. With userdefined angle settings on all three axis (plus
AF and zoom adjustment at the same
time), Smooth 4 opens new possibilities
for impactful timelapse. The only limitation
is your imagination.

The high-quality compound materials and
ergonomic design make Smooth 4 both
rigid and light. The hammer paint texture
adds a unique luster for a reassuring grip.
The classic ergonomic design makes it easy
on the eye and comfortable to hold.

The unique clip design gives users an
easy transition between standby and
startup mode by folding up the gimbal
arm. It is a perfect filming and travel log
tool.

Object Tracking

Longer Runtime

Less is More

Smooth 4 supports high precision object
tracking. You can frame the object you want
to track on the screen, and the stabilizer
will do the rest. With this feature, you can
easily record events while also taking part
in it.

Smooth 4's batteries last up-to 12
hours. The stabilizer can charge your
phone directly during shooting with the
battery level indicator giving you peace
of mind. Shoot video all day long with
no need to worry about power!

Smooth 4 is designed with a slider on
its control panel and a trigger button on
its rear, to easily recognize and switch
between different gimbal modes.

ACCESSORIES

M ini D ua l G r i p

Ca me ra C h e e s e P l a t e
w ith 1/ 4 ” T h r e a d

5 .5 ” Disp lay Mo n it o r

Du al Han d le

Tel escopi c Monopod

Phone C l amp Combo

Extensi on Ri ng
wi th 1/4”Thread

Thumb Remote C ontrol

ZHIYUN APP
ZY Play
ZY Play is a powerful assistant app dedicated for Zhiyun
stabilizer users. Delivers remote control of your gimbal and
camera.

Lightollector
Open the app, you will find the world’s biggest video sharing
community for stabilizer lovers - Lightollector, with detailed
stabilizer tutorials and amazing footage created and shared
by users worldwide.

CRANE PLUS Specs
Operation Voltage

6.8V-12.6V

Operation Current

80mA-6000mA

Operation Temperature
Operation Time

-10°C-45°C
12h-18h

Well balanced with camera mounted

Weight

950g

Excluding batteries

Tilt Angle Range

360°

Unlimited rotation

Roll Angle Range

360°

Unlimited rotation

Pan Angle Range

360°

Unlimited rotation

Payload

350g-2500g

Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.

